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Description

Type

Department

Price

Stock

de Havilland Mosquito Cockpit Stencils
This sheet contains new, sharply
printed gauge faces to replace the kit
decal instruments, plus all of the many
other stencils and placards found in
the Mosquito cockpit. A simple and fun
way to add a lot of visual interest to
your Mosquito cockpit. [Mk.IX/XVI
Mk.IV Mk.VI]
North-American P-51D Mustangs of
the 8th Air Force (5) 44-63684 SX-B
352FS 353FG Lt.Col.William B.Bailey
"Double Trouble Two" Black/Yellow
check nose RAF Raydon; 44-14985
CY-G 343FS 55FG Maj. Edward Giller
"The Millie G" Yellow/Green check
nose band RAF Wormingford;
44-14888 B6-Y 363FS 357FG Chuck
Jaeger "Amourous Len III" 1944
Red/Yellow check nose band RAF
Yoxford; 44-13410 E2-C 375FS Lt.Col
Thomas Christian KIA 12-8-44 "Lou...
Re-printed! North-American P-51D
Mustangs of the 8th Air Force (5)
44-63684 SX-B 352FS 353FG
Lt.Col.William B.Bailey "Double
Trouble Two" Black/Yellow check nose
RAF Raydon; 44-14985 CY-G 343FS
55FG Maj. Edward Giller "The Millie G"
Yellow/Green check nose band RAF
Wormingford; 44-14888 B6-Y 363FS
357FG Chuck Jaeger "Amourous Len
III" 1944 Red/Yellow check nose band
RAF Yoxford; 44-13410 E2-C 375FS
Lt.Col Thomas Christian KIA ...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 and
Bf-109K-4 Main wheels (designed to
be used with Eduard, Fujimi,
Hasegawa, Hobbycraft, KA-Models
and Revell kits)
Back in stock! Focke-Wulf Fw-190A,
Fw-190F, Fw-190D Airframe stencils.
This set consists of one set of
complete stencils for just about any
variant of the Fw-190 family. These
are very thin and beautifully printed by
Cartograf, and replace the often thick
stencils with hard to hide clear film
found in all kits of the Fw-190 in 1/48
scale. A simple upgrade with a big
payoff for your latest Wurger project.
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(military)
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£7.99

5+

Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue

£11.99

4

Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue

£9.99

5+

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£7.99
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Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue

£5.99

5+
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Back in stock! Focke-Wulf Fw-190A,
Fw-190F, Fw-190D Airframe stencils.
This set consists of two complete sets
of stencils for just about any variant of
the Fw-190 family. These are very thin
and beautifully printed by Cartograf,
and replace the often thick stencils
with hard to hide clear film found in all
kits of the Fw-190 in 1/72 scale. A
simple upgrade with a big payoff for
your latest Wurger project.
Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 part 1 This
sheet contains complete markings for
sven Sea Furies: 2 Fleet Air Arm, 3
Australian, and 2 Pakistani Sea Furies.
Decals feature full markings including
national markings and complete
external stenciling.
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 thru to
Fw-190A-5 and early Fw-190A-6 with
ribbed tyres, 6 holed wheel hubs with
detailed logo and data (designed to be
used with Hasegawa kits) [Fw-190A-2
Fw-190A-3 Fw-190A-4]
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-6 thru to
Fw-190A-9 and early Fw-190A-6 with
ribbed tyres, 6 holed wheel hubs with
detailed logo and data (designed to be
used with Hasegawa and Revell kits)
[Fw-190A-7 Fw-190A-8 Fw-190F
Fw-190D]
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-6 thru to
Fw-190A-9 and early Fw-190A-6 with
smooth tyres, solidwheel hubs with
detailed logo and data (designed to be
used with Hasegawa and Revell kits)
[Fw-190A-7 Fw-190A-8 Fw-190F
Fw-190D]
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 thru to
Fw-190A-5 and early Fw-190A-6 main
wheels (Fw-190A-2 Fw-190A-3
Fw-190A-4] (designed to be used with
Airfix, Arii, Dragon, Eduard,
Hasegawa, Italeri, Monogram, Otaki,
Pegasus Hobbies (P) and Tamiya kits]

Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue

£7.99

5+

Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue
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5+

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue
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4

Aircraft wheels
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Catalogue

£9.99
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Aircraft wheels
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Catalogue

£9.99
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Aircraft wheels
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£7.99
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G-5 the to
Bf-109G-14 ribbed main tyres and
separate ribbed hubs. (designed to be
used with Academy, Arii, Eduard,
Fujimi, Hasegawa, Hobby Boss,
Hobbycraft, ICM, Italeri, Monogram,
Otaki, Matchbox, Revell, Tamiya and
Unimodel kits) [Bf-109G-6 Bf-109G-7
Bf-109G-8 Bf-109G-9 Bf-109G-10
Bf-109G-11 Bf-109G-12 Bf-109G-13
Bf-109G-6/G-2]
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 thru to
Fw-190A-5 and early Fw-190A-6
ribbed tyres, 6 holed wheel hubs with
detailed logo and data (designed to be
used with Hasegawa and Revell kits)
[Fw-190A-2 Fw-190A-3 Fw-190A-4]
de Havilland Mosquito external stencils
suitable for all Mk.s [Mk.IX/XVI Mk.IV
Mk.VI]
Supermarine Spitfire 4-slot block tread
(tire style never made before) This set
contains a pair of detailed 4 slot
mainwheels with accurate hub detail,
subtle tire/tyre beading & data. The
tyre is block tread style (not Z-Block
style). Fitted to postwar Mk VII thru 21
Spitfires operating from improved
runways and carrier decks. Also
installed on some Seafire XV, XVII, 45
and 46. These wheels are designed to
fit the superb Edua...
North-American P-51D Mustang
Diamond Tread Mainwheels (designed
to be used with Revell kits)
Replace the kit mainwheels with these
superb resin wheels that feature
accurate diamond tread pattern and
detailed hubs. Real P-51 wheels have
see-through hubs, and you can easily
open the slots and holes on these
wheels by cutting away the thin flash,
resulting in a very prototypical look.
Designed for the 1/32 Revell new-tool
P-51...

Aircraft wheels
(resin)
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£7.99

20+

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£7.99

20+

Aircraft decals
(military)

Catalogue

£7.99

5+

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£4.99

7

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£8.99
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1:48

Barracuda
Studios
BCR48345

1:48

North-American P-51D Mustang Block Aircraft wheels
Tread Mainwheels (designed to be
(resin)
used with Revell kits)
Replace the kit mainwheels with these
superb resin wheels that feature
accurate staggered block tread pattern
and detailed hubs. Real P-51 wheels
have see-through hubs, and you can
easily open the slots and holes on
these wheels by cutting away the thin
flash, resulting in a very prototypical
look. Designed for the 1/32 Revell
new-too...
Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 Mainwheels Diamond Tread. This set contains
super detailed resin wheels featuring
diamond tread tyres with petite, raised
Tyre/Tire beading and data. Separate
wheel nuts with and without uplocks
are also included. This was a very
common tread style for all Sea Furies.
Sea Fury wheels were smaller than the
32" diameter wheels used on Fireflies,
Tempests and Hornets. (designed to
be used with Airfix kits)...
Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 Mainwheels Block Tread. This set contains super
detailed resin wheels featuring
staggered block tread tyres with petite,
raised Tyre/Tire beading and data.
Separate wheel nuts with and without
uplocks are also included. This was a
very common tread style for all Sea
Furies, widely used during the Korean
Conflict. Sea Fury wheels were smaller
than the 32" diameter wheels used on
Fireflies, Tempests and H...
Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 Brass
Landing Gear - Early This set consists
of super detailed highest quality cast
brass main landing gear struts,
retracts, tail wheel leg & resin tailwheel
for the Airfix Sea Fury kit. While adding
much strength to the model's landing
gear, they also provide a wealth of
added detail, making this set a highly
visible upgrade to your Sea Fury
project. This set represents the early
main gear leg, without ...
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£8.99

6

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£6.99

6

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£6.99
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Aircraft detailing
sets (metal)

Catalogue

£18.99
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Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 Complete
Cockpit Set This set contains a
complete, super detailed resin cockpit
to replace the kit parts. This cockpit is
newly tooled, not the old Cooper
Details cockpit revised. A complete
cockpit tub with accurate consoles
(corrects the much too narrow ones in
the kit), resin instrument panel, a new
seat with naturally draped, molded in
belts, stick, gunsight, compass, rudder
bar and other small parts....
Vought F4U-1 Corsair Cockpit Stencils
and Placards. This set contains nearly
50 tiny stencil markings that replicate
nearly all of the markings found in the
wartime F4U-1, F4U-1A and F4U-1D
Corsair cockpits. These markings will
really bring the cockpit to life. Not for
the faint of heart, but the hours you
spend adding these tiny decals will be
time well spent. Designed for the
Tamiya Corsair kit, but can be adapted
to fit all...
North-American P-51D Mustang
Cockpit Stencils and Placards. This
sheet provides a complete set of
stencils and placards for the cockpit of
the P-51D. A mass of tiny decals
recreate the extensive markings found
in the cockpit, from the North American
Data Plates down to the tiny PULL
marking on the droptank release
handle. Instrument faces are not
included, but everything else is. Even
the battery and radios behind the seat
bul...
Supermarine Spitfire Later Marks
Airframe Stencils. This set consists of
one set of complete stencils for
Spitfires Mk VII through 24 and
Seafires Mk XV through 47. Some
factories retained the older stencil style
into later marks. Includes cockpit door
stencils and bomb markings. These
are very thin and beautifully printed by
Cartograf, and replace the often thick
stencils with hard to hide clear film
found in all kits of the ...
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£17.99
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Aircraft decals
(military)
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£7.99
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Supermarine Spitfire Later Marks
Airframe Stencils. This set consists of
two complete sets of stencils for
Spitfires Mk.VII through Mk.22/24 and
Seafires Mk.XV through 47. Some
factories retained the older stencil style
into later marks. Includes cockpit door
stencils and bomb markings. These
are very thin and beautifully printed by
Cartograf, and replace the often thick
stencils with hard to hide clear film
found in all kits ...
Fairey Firefly Mk.I cannon barrels
(designed to be used with AZ Model
and Grand Phoenix kits) This set
consists of two complete sets of resin
cast cannon barrels to replace the
parts in the Grand Phoenix and AZ
Models 1:48 Firefly I kit. One set is for
the long barrel cannon fitted Firefly,
and the other is for the later short
barrel aircraft. The kit parts are
overscale and crude. These barrels
are refined, with drilled out b...
Curtiss P-40B Tomahawk Warhawk
(Tomahawk MK.IIA) Main Wheels with
Smooth Tire. This set consists of two
super detailed resin main wheels with
accurate hub and brake detail, petite
Tyre/Tire logo and data detail, as fitted
to the P-36, Hawk 81A. P-40B/C and
RAF Tomahawk. A simple upgrade for
the Trumpeter P-40B kits, replacing
the inaccurate wheels in the kit.
(designed to be used with Trumpeter
kits)
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXC Seat with
backpad and armor. This set contains
an accurate standard Tufnol composite
Spitfire seat with detailed leather
backpad and armor plate (missing
from the kit) to replace the inaccurate
seat in Revellâ€™s Mk IX kit.
(designed to be used with Revell kits)
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Aircraft guns
(resin)
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXC Cockpit
Door with separately moulded
crowbar. This set contains a super
detailed, accurate Spitfire cockpit
access door with a separately molded
crowbar for easy painting. Designed
for Revellâ€™s Mk IX, but can be
easily adapted to other Spitfires (Mk.V
through Mk.24) and Seafires as well.
(designed to be used with Revell kits)
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXC cockpit
snapshot upgrade. This set features
detailed port and starboard sidewalls,
throttle and retract quadrants, stick,
gunsight, compass, canopy latch, a
sheet of decal cockpit stencils, a
length of black wire to simulate the
hydraulic lines on the stick and more.
A quick and easy way to add a ton of
detail to the cockpit in Revellâ€™s
new tool Spitfire Mk IX. Can be
modified to fit other Spitfire ...
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 through A-9, F,
G Exhausts. This kit contains two
complete sets of deeply drilled out, thin
walled engine exhaust stubs. Including
starboard, port and undercowl exhaust
stub banks. Designed for the new tool
(2017) Eduard Fw-190 kits, but may be
adapted for other 1/48 Fw-190 kits.
(designed to be used with Eduard
kits)[Fw-190A-4 Fw-190A-5
Fw-190A-7 Fw-190A-8 Fw-190A-9
Fw-190F-8]
Curtiss P-40B/P-40C Mainwheels
w/Smooth Tire. This set consists of
two super detailed resin main wheels
with accurate hub and brake detail,
petite Tyre/Tire logo and data detail,
as fitted to the P-36, Hawk 81A.
P-40B/C and RAF Tomahawk. A
simple upgrade (designed to be used
with Airfix, AML, Academy and
Trumpeter kits)
These wheels were also fitted to:
Curtiss Hawk 75
USAAC P-36 series fighters
Seversky P-35
Curtiss O-5...
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7

Aircraft detailing
sets (resin)
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Aircraft exhausts
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£4.99
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Studios
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Supermarine Spitfire Four Slot
Mainwheels - 3 Pack. For the modeler
who can't get enough of building
Spitfires in 72nd scale, this set
contains three pairs of 4 slot Spitfire
smooth Tyre/Tire mainwheels with
accurate hub detail, subtle Tyre/Tire
beading and data. For Mk VII thru 21
Spitfires and some Seafires. designed
for the Eduard Mk IX kits, but contains
axle adapters to allow fitting to all kits.
(designed to be used with...
Supermarine Spitfire Late Cockpit
Entry Door. This set consists of two
detailed and accurate cockpit doors
with separately molded crowbars for
Spitfire Mk V thru 24 and all Seafires.
Perfect for all Spitfire kits, regardless
of brand. (designed to be used with
Eduard kits)[Mk.VIII Mk.XIc Mk.XIXe
Mk.XVI]
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 and
Bf-109k-4 Wheels

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£11.99

6

Aircraft detailing
sets (resin)

Catalogue

£5.99

3

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£12.99

0

Messerschmitt Bf-109G ribbed ribbed
wheels (designed to be used with
Trumpeter kits) This set contains a pair
of super detailed, accurate resin
mainwheels as fitted to the Bf-109G-4
thru G-14 series aircraft. This wheel
features the ribbed hub and treaded
tires, as seen on the vast majority of
these Gustavs until later in the war.
Replaces the problematic soft
vinyl/plastic composite wheels that
come with the Trumpeter kits. B...
de Havilland Mosquito FB Mk.VI
Rocker Covers. Upgraded parts for
Tamiya's new Mosquito. Will also work
for the NF.II, PR.Mk.I and other single
stage Merlin engined variants. Rocker
covers have the prominent
manufacturer nameplate molded in,
which has been omitted in the kit. A
quick and very visible upgrade.
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£12.99

1

Aircraft detailing
sets (resin)

Catalogue

£10.99

0

Master Patterns by Roy Sutherland
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Supermarine Spitfire Four Slot Block
Tread Mainwheels. This set contains a
pair of detailed 4 slot mainwheels with
accurate hub detail, subtle Tyre/Tire
beading & data. The tyre is block tread
style (not Z-Block style). Fitted to
postwar Mk VII thru 21 Spitfires
operating from improved runways and
carrier decks. Also installed on some
Seafire XV, XVII, 45 and 46. These
wheels are designed to fit the superb
Tamiya Spitfire Mk.V...
Sopwith Camel Wicker Seat WITH
Cushion (designed to be used with
Wingnut Wings kits) This set contains
a super detailed resin wicker seat with
open weave strip and a choice of both
plain leather and tufted 5 button
padded seat cushion. This set
replaces the kit seat with a very simple
modification to the kit floor in the WNW
Sopwith Camel. A big visual
improvement for a few minutes of easy
work. Complete with illustrated instr...
Hawker Tempest Mk.V nose correction
(designed to be used with Special
Hobby kits) This set is designed to
correct the nose, radiator, prop and
spinner on the otherwise stunning
Special Hobby Tempest V. The
problem with the nose is that the
spinner baseplate diameter is too big
by about 2 inches. This throws out the
taper of the forward cowling. The
radiator opening is also too big. This
causes problems with the shape of the
ra...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXC Four Slot
Mainwheels. This set contains a pair of
detailed 4 slot mainwheels with
accurate hub detail, subtle tire/tyre
beading & data. The tyre is smooth; by
far the most common tire/tyre seen on
Spitfires. For Mk VII thru 21 Spitfires
operation from grass or dirt runways.
Also fitted to some Seafire kits. These
wheels are designed to fit the brand
new Revell Mk IX kit, but can also be
fit to the T...
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(resin)
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Aircraft detailing
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(resin)
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Mikoyan MiG-25PD/PDS Foxbat Main
and Nose Wheels. This set contains 2
detailed, accurate main and nose
wheels fitted to all versions of the
Foxbat. The new mainwheels are
molded with see-through spokes and
separate brake units. Wheels feature
detailed hubs, tires/tyres with
prototypical tread, fine raised ribbing
and tire/tyre data. For the Kitty Hawk
and other MiG-25 kits. (designed to be
used with Kitty Hawk Model and
Revell...
Mikoyan MiG-25PD/PDS Contains 2
detailed, accurate exhaust and
afterburner assemblies for the
Tumansky R-15 engines fitted to
interceptor versions of the Foxbat. The
kit exhausts are the wrong type for the
Interceptor variants. There is a bit of
work necessary to install them, but its
all described in detail in the
instructions, and is a huge detail
upgrade for the Kitty Hawk kit.
(designed to be used with Kitty Hawk
Model kit...
Mikoyan MiG-25PD/PDS Foxbat Nose
correction Contains an accurate,
detailed forward fuselage and radome
to replace the inaccurate nose for the
PD/MiG-25PDS versions as supplied
in the Kitty Hawk kit. These parts and
beautifully scribed and actually fit the
kit (crazy talk, I know!) and make a
great improvement in the look of the
finished model. Master patterns by
Mike O'Hare (designed to be used with
Kitty Hawk Model kits)
Mikoyan MiG-21 Radome Upgrade
Set. Designed for the superb Eduard
MiG-21 series. The kit radome is
accurate and well molded. The
problem is that you have to paint and
install it before you assemble the
fuselage halves. Our separate radome
and bulkhead allow you to assemble
the fuselage without the radome,
which is then installed when the model
is almost finished. This will allow you
to fill and sand the intake seams, and
paint...
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Aircraft detailing
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Aircraft detailing
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Gloster Meteor F.8 Main and Nose
Aircraft wheels
Wheel Set. Contains new resin wheels (resin)
with detailed hubs, accurate tread,
tire/tyre data and logos. (designed to
be used with Airfix kits) These wheels
were also fitted to all later marks. Can
be modified to upgrade the Classic
Airframes and Aeroclub Meteor kits.
Master patterns by Mike O'Hare
Boulton-Paul Defiant Mainwheels and
Tailwheel. Super detailed, accurate
main wheels featuring subtle tire/tyre
beading, logos and sharp hub
detailing. Set includes separate wheel
brushes and greatly refined tailwheel
to replace kit parts in new Airfix kit.
Can also be fitted to the Classic
Airframes kit. (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)
Supermarine Spitfire 4-slot wheels
smooth tyre. This set contains a pair of
detailed 4 slot mainwheels with
accurate hub detail,
subtle tire/tyre beading & data. The
tyre is smooth; by far the most
common tire/tyre seen on Spitfires. For
Mk VII thru 21 Spitfires operation from
grass or dirt runways. Also fitted to
some Seafire kits. These wheels are
designed to fit the superb Eduard
Spitfire Mk.VIII, Mk.IXc/Mk.IXe and
Mk.XVI ...
Supermarine Spitfire 4-slot block tread
(tire style never made before) This set
contains a pair of detailed 4 slot
mainwheels with accurate hub detail,
subtle tire/tyre beading & data. The
tyre is block tread style (not Z-Block
style). Fitted to postwar Mk VII thru 21
Spitfires operating from improved
runways and carrier decks. Also
installed on some Seafire XV, XVII, 45
and 46. These wheels are designed to
fit the superb Edu...
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£8.99
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Aircraft wheels
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£7.99

7

Aircraft wheels
(resin)
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1
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Curtiss P-40B/P-40C & RAF
Tomahawk main wheels with smooth
tyres (designed to be used with Airfix,
Bronco Models, Monogram and
Trumpeter kits)

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£6.99

0

Catalogue

£17.99

6

Aircraft detailing
sets (resin)

Catalogue

£25.99

2

Aircraft detailing
sets (resin)

Catalogue

£35.99

6

Aircraft wheels
(resin)

Catalogue

£19.99

6

This set consists of two super detailed
resin main wheels with accurate hub
and brake detail, petite Tyre/Tire logo
and data detail, as fitted to the P-36,
Hawk 81A. P-40B/C and RAF
Tomahawk. A simple upgrade for for
the Airfix, Monogram, Trumpeter and
Bronco kits.
Tupolev Tu-22 Blinder Exhaust and
Aircraft detailing
Afterburner Set
sets (resin)
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Nose and Tail
Correction Set - Late Contains a new
accurately shaped and detailed
radome, tailcone with towed decoy
fairings, tailplane fairing, DAS
antennas and separate flow vanes.
Corrects and updates the Monogram
fuselage, which was modeled after a
very early production aircraft (designed
to be used with Monogram and Revell
kits)
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Late Exhausts
with Nacelle Correction. Contains parts
to correct the rear of the kit nacelles
and inner wing root, as well as
detailed, accurate uncovered exhaust
nozzles with separate actuators. Also
features separately molded APUs, flow
vanes and flame holders. The amount
of detail added in this set alone is
going to add a lot of visual interest to
your model. For Monograms"s
Rockwell B-1B Lancer (design...
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Lancer Main
and Nose Wheel Set Set contain 2
resin nosewheels and 8 mainwheels w
detailed hubs, accurate tire/tyre tread,
data and logos to replace the kit parts.
Set also includes pre-cut paint masks.
For the Monogram Rockwell B-1B
Lancer kit, but can be adapted to the
Airfix Bone as well. (designed to be
used with Monogram and Revell kits)
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Rockwell B-1B Lancer Lancer Engine
Intake Set. Set contains accurate
nacelle fronts with separate aux. intake
doors, complete engine intakes
featuring internal flow vanes and
detailed turbine faces. This is a huge
improvement to both the shape and
finesse of the engine intakes. The kit
parts are undersized, with very little
detail (designed to be used with
Monogram and Revell kits)
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Lancer Wing
Glove Set. Set contain 2 detailed,
accurate wing gloves to plug the
cavernous openings created when the
wings are swept forward. A reasonably
simple installation, but a huge
improvement in the look of the finished
model. For the Monogram Rockwell
B-1B Lancer kit (designed to be used
with Monogram and Revell kits)
Supermarine Spitfire 4-slot wheels
smooth tyre
This set contains a pair of detailed 4
slot mainwheels with accurate hub
detail,
subtle tire/tyre beading & data. The
tyre is smooth; by far the most
common tire/tyre seen on Spitfires. For
Mk VII thru 21 Spitfires operation from
grass or dirt runways. Also fitted to
some Seafire kits. These wheels are
designed to fit the superb Eduard
Spitfire Mk.VIII, Mk.IXc/Mk.IXe and
Mk.XVI,...
BAC/EE Lightning F.6 Cockpit Set
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
This set contains a complete, detailed
resin cockpit for the EE/BAC Lightning
F.6. It has been exhaustively
researched to be as accurate as
possible. Set contains a complete
cockpit including Mk 4 seat with belts,
coaming, canopy interior details and
opening piston. Installation is quick
and easy. Includes decals for the
instruments and some seat placards....
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Westland Welkin Mk.I/II NO
INSTRUCTIONS!!! These decals date
back to the Cooper Details days and a
never completed 1/48 Welkin project.
While the kit never materialized, we do
have the decals. These decals may be
used to replace the kit decals for the
Planet Models Welkin Mk.I and Mk. II.
These decals are more accurate in
color and design than the Planet
Models decals. Included are 32, 40,
45, 48 and 50-inch roundels,
prototyp...
Rockwell B-1B Lancer canopy paint
mask (designed to be used with
Monogram and Revell kits) This set
contains a sheet of precut Kabuki type
tape canopy masks for the Monogram
B-1B Lancer kit. Includes masks for
both the canopy clear panels and the
sealing strips that surround each
panel. It also comes with masks for the
D-shaped flush DAS antennas that
replaced the thick blade antennas
located in front of the main gear doors
an...
Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib seat with NO
seat belt (designed to be used with
Airfix kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109G Underwing
Cannon Gunboats. This set consists of
a pair of thoroughly researched and
accurate underwing gunpods
(kanoneboots) featuring turned brass
barrels from the craftsman at Master
Model in Poland. These pods are quick
and easy to cleanup and install. The
barrels can be added at the end of the
build to eliminate the possibility of
breakage. These 20mm cannon were
a common fit to Gustavs of most
varian...
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BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6 Redtop
Missiles (designed to be used with
Airfix and Sword kits) This set contains
a pair of accurate, detailed resin
missiles complete with clear cast
seeker heads. Separate rear body
piece for hollowed out exhaust. A
distinct improvement over the kit
missiles. Comes complete with decals
and full color instructions. An easy to
build upgrade. Perfect compliment for
the new tool 1/72 Airfix EE/BAC Ligh...
BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6 Firestreak
Missiles (designed to be used with
Airfix and Sword kits) This set contains
a pair of accurate, detailed resin
missiles complete with clear cast
seeker heads and separate rear body
piece for hollowed out exhaust. A
distinct improvement over the kit
missiles. Comes complete with stripe
and stencil decals and full color
instructions. An easy to build upgrade.
Perfect for your 1/72 EE/BAC Ligh...
de Havilland Mosquito Airframe
Stencils - Expanded This set is the
result of new research based on the
superb Mosquito restorations being
done by Avspecs in NZ. The external
stencils are extensive, and we include
new instrument faces for the
instrument panel, a few cockpit
placards and even some decals for the
radios. Printed by Cartograf, these are
a real upgrade to all kit stencils in this
scale. With complete instructions. ...
de Havilland Mosquito Airframe
Stencils - Expanded. This set is the
result of new research based on the
superb Mosquito restorations being
done by Avspecs in NZ. The external
stencils are extensive, and we include
new instrument faces for the
instrument panel, a few cockpit
placards and even some decals for the
radios. Printed by Cartograf, these are
a real upgrade to all kit stencils in this
scale. With complete instructions....
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.VIII This
Aircraft decals
sheet contains markings for 6 different (military)
Spitfires operated by different air
forces in 23 theatres. The sheet is
thoroughly researched and beautifully
printed by Cartograf. Complete with 2
full sets of stencils including door
stencils and bomb markings and full
color instructions.
Spitfire Mk. VIII, Serial JF349 HL-K
308th Fighter Squadron, 31st Fighter
Group, 15th Air Force, USAAF. Pilot ...
Re-printed! North-American P-51D
Mustang Cockpit Stencils and
Placards. This sheet provides a
complete set of stencils and placards
for the cockpit of the North-American
P-51D. Over 100 tiny decals recreate
the extensive markings found in the
cockpit, from the North-American Data
Plates down to the tiny PULL marking
on the drop tank release handle.
Instrument faces are not included, but
everything else is. Even the battery
and...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-6 and G-14
Part 1
This sheet features 7 interesting
Gustavs with a wide array of colors
and markings. Thoroughly researched
by Anders Hjortsberg, who also
created the stunning profile artwork,
these are the culmination of years of
research, and represent the latest
thinking in color and markings. This
sheet features full color instructions, 2
full sets of stencils and enough
national markings to do a...
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G-6 and
Bf-109G-14 Part 1

Aircraft decals
(military)

This sheet features 7 interesting
Gustavs with a wide array of colors
and markings. Thoroughly researched
by Anders Hjortsberg, who also
created the stunning profile artwork,
these are the culmination of years of
research, and represent the latest
thinking in color and markings. This
sheet features full color instructions, a
full set of stencils and enough national
markings to...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.VIII - Part 1
Aircraft decals
(military)
This sheet contains markings for 6
different Spitfires operated by different
air forces in 23 theatres. The sheet is
thoroughly researched and beautifully
printed by Cartograf. Complete with 2
full sets of stencils including door
stencils and bomb markings and full
color instructions.
Spitfire Mk. VIII, Serial JF349 HL-K
308th Fighter Squadron, 31st Fighter
Group, 15th Air Force, US...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-6 and G-14
Part 1
This sheet features 7 interesting
Gustavs with a wide array of colors
and markings. Thoroughly researched
by Anders Hjortsberg, who also
created the stunning profile artwork,
these are the culmination of years of
research, and represent the latest
thinking in color and markings. This
sheet features full color instructions, 2
full sets of stencils and enough
national markings to do a...
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G-2 Thru
Bf-109G-10 Seat - No Belts. Super
detailed, accurate Bf-109G type
seatpan & rear bulkhead to replace kit
parts with molded-in belts in the recent
Revell Germany BF-109G-6 and G-14
kits. The kits have a very rudimentary
set of belts molded to the seat back
and pan which are difficult to remove.
Just add Seat belts of your choosing to
complete the cockpit. A simple to
install one piece casting. Maste...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-2 Thru
Bf-109G-10 Seat with Belts. This set
consists of a super detailed Bf-109G
type seatpan & rear bulkhead with
molded in harness to replace kit seat
in Revell Germany"s 109G kits. The
accurate molded in harness has strong
relief and great detail, making it easy
to paint. For those of you who don't
enjoy fiddling with tiny brass belts or
trying to feed even tinier buckles onto
foil or fabric belts. Pai...
BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6 Dialectric
Panel Masks (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)(was BCR48052) Use
this mask to paint the dielectric panel
on the spine of the Airfix 1/48 E.E.
Lighting. You can use this mask it two
ways. You can either paint the panel
first and mask it with the positive
mask, or paint the aircraft first and
then mask the panel with the negative
surround mask. This set contains two
masks, but if youâ€™re r...
de Havilland Mosquito FB Mk.VI
Ammo Feed Chutes (designed to be
used with Tamiya kits) This set is a
very visible and much needed upgrade
to the otherwise stunning Mosquito
from Tamiya. The kit feed chutes are
molded as empty. This set contains
ten parts that give you feed chutes
complete with .303" and 20mm
ammunition visible through the slots.
The slots and ammo are undercut to
give a very convincing look of shells
inside a ...
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Vought F4U-1 Birdcage Corsairs Part
1
F4U-1 Corsair. Bu. No 02576.
"Marines Dream"
VMF-222. Pilot varied day to day.
Bougainville on December 11th,1943.
Edwin Lawrence Olander claimed a
zero kill in this aircraft on 17 October
1943. Total score 5 kills, 4 probables.
Overturned in a ditch, Torokina field on
Bougainville on December 11th,1943.
Written off 2 days later andtripped for
parts. Our interpretation of this
controve...
Avro Shackleton MR.2/AEW.2 Wheel
Set (designed to be used with Airfix
and Revell kits) This set contains
detailed and accurate mainwheels and
tailwheels (double tail wheel unit on
the Shack) to directly replace the Airfix
kit parts. The mainwheels feature a
beautifully rendered tread pattern and
detailed assymetric hubs, and will add
much visual appeal to your model. A
quick and easy upgrade that can be
adapted for the new Rev...
Avro Shackleton MR.2 exhausts
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
This set contains 8 drop fit
replacement exhaust inserts for the
early Shackletons, before the exhaust
pipes were fitted to route the exhaust
under the wing.. Our exhausts are
hollowed out for a more authentic look
and have fastener detail not present
on the kit parts. Another easy upgrade
for the Airfix Shack! Designed by Mike
O'Hare.
de Havilland Mosquito Late Main
wheels (designed to be used with Airfix
kits) These new resin wheels are a
huge upgrade to the soon to the Airfix
Mosquito in 1/24th scale. They
represent the late, dual brake style
wheel fitted to all but the early B.
Mk.IVs and NF.IIs, and feature
detailed and accurate tread pattern,
hub detail and tire/tyre data. The Airfix
kit is very nice, but the wheels are
poor, with monster truck style t...
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.VIII Snapshot
Cockpit Upgrade (designed to be used
with Eduard kits) A quick and easy to
install upgrade that just gives you just
the interesting bits; the "hero" parts!
Very little modification of the kit parts is
needed to install the 27 tiny parts in
this set. Cockpit door, retract quadrant,
2 types of throttle, 2 types of gunsight,
two types of Seat belts molded into the
seat castings and a host of ...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVI Snapshot
Cockpit Upgrade (designed to be used
with Eduard kits) A quick and easy to
install upgrade that just gives you just
the interesting bits; the "hero" parts!
Very little modification of the kit parts is
needed to install the 27 tiny parts in
this set. Cockpit door, retract quadrant,
2 types of throttle, 2 types of gunsight,
two types of Seat belts molded into the
seat castings and a host of o...
Grumman AF-2S Guardian/AF-2W
Guardian Mainwheels (designed to be
used with Special Hobby kits) The
Special Hobby Grumman Guardian
kits are very nice, but the wheels are
lacking in detail and are incorrect in
having eight instead of six spokes in
the hubs! Our new, beautifully detailed
resin wheels were designed by Lee
Coll based on careful measurements
and photos he took of the Guardian at
Pensacola. Note that the Guardian
and...
RAF Mid-Late WWII Fighter Pilots.
Sculpted by the master of epoxy putty,
Mike Good! This European theatre
RAF fighter or fighter/bomber pilot is
wearing late war flight gear, and is
preparing for his next mission by
buckling the strap on his flight helmet.
Perfect for Hawker Typhoons,
Spitfires, Tempests M.IV/Mk.VI,
Mosquitos, Meteors, even RAF P-47s
and P-51s! Easy assembly and full
instructions. (designed to be used with
Spe...
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Grumman S-2 Tracker Early
Mainwheels (designed to be used with
Kinetic kits) The Kinetic Grumman S-2
Tracker kits come with late style main
wheels as fitted to all Trackers after
the retrofit to upgrade the brakes was
completed in the 1970s. Before that,
all Trackers were fitted with these early
style wheels. Available for the first time
in 1/48th scale, Barracuda Studios'
wheels are nicely detailed, accurate
and easy to insta...
Heinkel He-219A-7 Uhu Diamond
Tread Mainwheels (designed to be
used with Revell kits) This set consists
of 4 superbly accurate and detailed
resin mainwheels with authentic
diamond tread that even replicates the
narrower center row of diamonds.
Wheels also feature fine raised
tire/tyre beads and extremely fine
raised tire/tyre size information. This
set also features separate pressure
fittings and prepainted black wire to
simul...
de Havilland Hornet/Sea Hornet Drop
Tanks. Accurate, super detailed
streamlined drop tanks fitted to all
marks of the Hornet & Sea Hornet.
Tanks are handed as they were on the
real aircraft. (designed to be used with
Classic Airframes, Dynavector and
Trumpeter kits)
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Engine Intake
Set (designed to be used with
Monogram and Revell kits) This set
contains a pair of accurate resin cast
intake fairings to replace the poorly
shaped and basic kit intakes. These
new intakes feature the auxiliary intake
lips molded in the extended position,
as they were frequently seen on the
ground. Also included are 4 beautifully
detailed intake covers that accurately
capture the look of the...
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Rockwell B-1B Lancer Exhausts with
Turkey Feathers (designed to be used
with Monogram and Revell kits) This
set consists of four complete,
superdetailed early exhaust
assemblies. The first B-1Bs were fitted
with turkey feathers covering the
exhausts. Early in the program, it was
found that vibration problems were
splitting and breaking them, so they
were removed from all subsequent
Bones. This set contains rear engine
faces wi...
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Exhausts Late
style no turkey feathers (designed to
be used with Monogram and Revell
kits) This set consists of four complete,
superdetailed late exhaust assemblies.
The first B-1Bs were fitted with turkey
feathers covering the exhausts. Early
in the program, it was found that
vibration problems were splitting and
breaking them, so they were removed
from all subsequent Bones. This set
contains late style u...
Rockwell B-1B Lancer Main and nose
wheel set (designed to be used with
Monogram and Revell kits) Contains a
complete set of accurate and detailed
wheels for the B-1B: 2 nose wheels
and 8 main wheels superbly cast in
resin to improve and replace the
problematic rubber/plastic tire/tyre
assemblies supplied in the kit. A real
upgrade over the kit wheels. Designed
for the Revell B-1B kit.
Rockwell B-1B Lancer external detail
set (designed to be used with
Monogram and Revell kits) This
Upgrade kit contains a number of parts
necessary to allow you to build any of
the more modern B-1B configurations.
The Revell kit, built out of the box, only
allows you to build early B-1Bs.
Included are accurate, detailed resin
parts consisting of 2 towed decoy
fairings, the late DAS fairing mounted
on the bottom of the rear fuse...
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British WWI Wicker Seat - No Belts.
Set contains two super detailed 1:48
scale wicker seats that were
sometimes installed in a number of
WWI British aircraft. Sopwith Camel,
Pup, Triplane, Royal_Aircraft_Factory
S.E.5, DH.2, R.E.8, and more. They
were a special order item from a
catalog, and were well liked by RFC
pilots. Master patterns by Michael
O'Hare.
British WWI Wicker AGS Seats - No
Belts
Two different super detailed 1:48 scale
wicker seats that could be installed in
a number of WWI British aircraft.
Sopwith Camel, Pup, Triplane,
Royal_Aircraft_Factory S.E.5, DH.2,
R.E.8, and more. They were a special
order item from a catalog, and were
well liked by RFC pilots. The low back
seat was typically the pilots seat and
the high back one was for
observers/gunners. Master patter...
Bristol Beaufighter Mk.X Early Wheels
- No Tread. Super detailed, accurate
single brake main wheels with 5 slot
hub on one side and smooth tyres to
replace kit parts in new Airfix kit and
others. These were fitted to early
production Beaufighters, especially the
night fighters and desert based
aircraft. Designed for the new Airfix
Beaufighter, but can also be made to
fit other kits as well (designed to be
used with Airfix kits...
Bristol Beaufighter Mk.X Late Wheels No Tread
Super detailed, accurate dual brake
main wheels with plain hubs on both
sides and smooth tyres to replace kit
parts in new Airfix kit and others. This
is the type most seen on Coastal
Command and European theater
Beaufighters, as well as all postwar
Beaus. Designed for the new Airfix
Beaufighter, but can also be made to
fit other kits as well (designed to be
used with Airfix kit...
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Bristol Beaufighter Mk.X Early Wheels
- Treaded
Super detailed, accurate single brake
main wheels with 5 slot hub on one
side and treaded tyres to replace kit
parts in new Airfix kit and others.
These were fitted to Beaufighter ICs
operating in the Pacific theatre, and
other early Beaus operating from
unimproved runways. Designed for the
new Airfix Beaufighter, but can also be
made to fit other kits as well (designed
to be u...
Bristol Beaufighter Mk.X Late Wheels Treaded
Super detailed, accurate dual brake
main wheels with plain hubs on both
sides and treaded tyres to replace kit
parts in new Airfix kit and others. This
is the type often fitted to Australian
Beaufighters and others operating in
the Pacific and CBI theatres. Designed
for the new Airfix Beaufighter, but can
also be made to fit other kits as well
(designed to be used with Airfix ki...
British WWI Wicker Seat - No Belts
Set contains two super detailed 1:72
scale wicker seats that were
sometimes installed in a number of
WWI British aircraft. Sopwith Camel,
Pup, Triplane, Royal_Aircraft_Factory
S.E.5, DH.2, R.E.8, and more. They
were a special order item from a
catalog, and were well liked by RFC
pilots. Master patterns by Michael
O'Hare.
British WWI Wicker AGS Seats - No
Belts
Two different super detailed 1:72 scale
wicker seats that could be installed in
a number of WWI British aircraft.
Sopwith Camel, Pup, Triplane,
Royal_Aircraft_Factory S.E.5, DH.2,
R.E.8, and more. They were a special
order item from a catalog, and were
well liked by RFC pilots. The low back
seat was typically the pilots seat and
the high back one was for
observers/gunners. Master patter...
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Republic P-47D Thunderbolt Part 3 (2)
Razor back 42-27890 QP-B 334thFS,
4thFG Lt Duane Beeson `Boise Bee'
RAF Debden 1944 OD/Grey; Bubble
42-28641 A7-W 395thFS, 368thFG Lt
Bill Wayland France 1945. Both overall
natural metal.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX snapshot
cockpit upgrade. (designed to be used
with Eduard kits) For the Eduard
Spitfire Mk.VIII and Mk.IXc/Mk.IXe kits.
This set includes all the hero parts.
Seat with belts, stick, throttle, gunsight,
retract quadrant and other detail parts,
plus a sheet of cockpit stencil decals
and a new film dial with much
improved instrument dials for the
panel. Quick and easy to install.
[Mk.IXe Mk.IXc]
Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib seat with belt
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
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Grumman F8F-1 Bearcat early wheels
(designed to be used with Trumpeter
kits) Accurate early mainwheels with
diamond tread tires and slotted hubs
on F8F-1s, including French AF and
Blue Angels. Separate caliper,rear
brake ring and hubcap allow the
internal structure of the wheel to be
visible on the assembled wheel. For
the Trumpeter Bearcat kits. 1:32 scale.
Master patterns by Michael O'Hare.
Grumman F8F-2 Bearcat late wheels
(designed to be used with Trumpeter
kits) Accurate late style mainwheels
with ribbed tires and cast hubs fitted to
F8F-2s, including USN, USMC, most
Warbirds and Air Racers. These
wheels have also been fitted to some
modern Warbird Wildcats. Separate
brake rings and calipers add extra
relief and detail. Fits all Bearcat kits.
1:48 scale. Master patterns by Michael
O'Hare.
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX Seamless
Upper Cowl. This set contains one
seamless one piece upper cowling for
the Eduard Spitfire Mk.VIII and
Mk.IXc/Mk.IXe kits. The kit cowling is
molded in two parts. Assembling them
and sanding out the seam without
destroying all that incredibly fine rivet
and fastener detail is very fussy and
time consuming work. We've done that
for you. A simple, one piece, drop-fit
replacement part that help...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVI Seamless
Upper Cowl This set contains one
seamless one piece upper cowling for
the Eduard Spitfire Mk XVI kit. This
cowling is subtly bulged to clear the
American-built Packard Merlin engines
fitted the the XVI. The kit cowling is
molded in two parts. Assembling them
and sanding out the seam without
destroying all that incredibly fine rivet
and fastener detail is very fussy and
time consuming work. ...
British WWI Wicker Seat - No Belts
One super detailed wicker style seat
as fitted to many WWI British aircraft
types, such as Sopwith F.1/2F.1
Camel, Pup and Triplane,
Royal_Aircraft_Factory S.E.5 and
Royal_Aircraft_Factory S.E.5a, DH.2,
R.E.8 and more (designed to be used
with Wingnut Wings kits)
British WWI Wicker AGS SEATS - No
Belts
2 different super detailed wicker seats
as fitted to many WWI British aircraft.
Sopwith F.1/2F.1 Camel, Pup,
Triplane, Royal_Aircraft_Factory
S.E.5a, DH.2, R.E.8, more. (designed
to be used with Wingnut Wings kits)
Grumman F8F-1 Bearcat Mainwheels
Accurate early mainwheels w diamond
tread tires/tyres & slotted hubs on
F8F-1s, including French Air Force
and Blue Angels. Fits all Bearcat kits.
Grumman F8F-2 Bearcat Late
Mainwheels.
Accurate late style mainwheels w
ribbed tires/tyres & cast hubs fitted to
F8F-2s, including USN, USMC, most
Warbirds. Fits all Bearcat kits.
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Westland Whirlwind Main wheels
super detailed, accurately sized and
proportioned resin 4-slot Whirlwind
wheels with manufacturer's logo,
tire/tyre data and super fine tire/tyre
beading. Perfect replacements for the
wheels (designed to be used with
Airfix, Pavla Models and Special
Hobby kits)
Hawker Tempest Mk.V Mainwheels Smooth Tread.
This set consists of a pair of super
detailed, accurate resin 32" 4-slot main
wheels with smooth tires/tyres as fitted
to Hawker Tempest Mk.V V, Series II
and later variants, such as the Mk.II
and Mk VI, when operating primarily
from grass or unimproved airfields.
Designed for all 1:72 Tempest Mk.V
kits, as well as wartime prototypes of
the Martin-Baker MB 5, Firebrand and
DH Ho...
British 4-Slot 32" Wheels - Block Tread
Super detailed wheels with staggered
block tires, logos, tire/tyre data and
extremely fine tire/tyre beading. As
fitted to the Postwar Hawker Tempest
Mk.V, Fairy Firefly, de Havilland
Hornet, Sea Hornet, Barracuda V and
Firebrand. For all 1:72 kits.
Boulton-Paul Defiant Mk.I Mainwheels
and Tailwheel Super detailed, accurate
main wheels featuring logos and
tire/tyre data with separate wheel
brushes and new tail wheel to replace
kit parts in new Airfix Defiant kit. Will
also improve the old tool Airfix kit and
the Pavla Defiants. (designed to be
used with Airfix and Pavla kits)
Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib main wheels
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
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Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib carb intake
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
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BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6
Martin-Baker Mk.4 Ejection Seat
(designed to be used with Airfix and
Sword kits) This set contains a pair of
very detailed Mk 4 BSA ejection seats,
complete with crisply molded in seat
and parachute harness. This may well
be the most accurate and detailed
72nd Mk 4 seat. The Mk 4 was fitted to
a large number of aircraft, including
Dassault Mirage, BAC/EE Canberra,
late Hawker Hunters, de Havilland
Sea...
BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6 Landing
Gear - (designed to be used with Airfix
kits) This set contains a pair of detailed
mainwheels with accurate tread and
tire/tyre data and a new separate
nosewheel with a highly detailed
nosegear leg to replace the simple one
piece part in the Airfix BAC/EE
Lightning kits. A simple and easy
upgrade. [F.2A F.6]
BAC/EE Lightning F.2A/F.6 Exhaust
Cans - (designed to be used with Airfix
kits) Set consists of a pair of accurate
exhaust nozzles with crisp afterburner
petals that are detailed inside and out.
A simple and quick upgrade that
directly replaces the kit parts. Can be
adapted to work with other BAC/EE
Lightning kits of all marks. [F.2A F.6]
BAC/EE Canberra PR.9 Transparency
Paint Masks (designed to be used with
Airfix kits) This set is designed for the
1/48 scale Airfix Canberra PR. 9 and
provides precut masks for the main
canopy and all of the other
transparencies in the kit. This includes
a few that Airfix missed, along with a
diagram to show the locations of the
various masks and those missed
camera ports, so the modeler can add
them. Also provided are a few m...
Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib standing pilot
figure mid-war (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)
Lockheed F-104 Starfighter drag chute
housing (designed to be used with
Hasegawa
kits)[F-104C/F-104DJ/F-104G/F-104J/
F-104S]
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de Havilland Hornet Mk.I/Mk.II/Sea
Hornet F.20/NF.21 32" 4 slot main
wheels with staggered block tread
tyres (designed to be used with
Classic Airframe and Trumpeter kits)
Bristol Blenheim Mk.I/Mk.IV intakes
and exhausts set (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)
North-American P-51D Mustang Late
Seat - No Belts Accurate, super
detailed WMA metal seat with
separate backpad and new highly
detailed armored seat bulkhead for
Tamiya, ZM, Dragon, other
North-American P-51D kits. Decals are
included for the seat backpad and the
seatbelt stitching.
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Master patterns by Mike Kirchoff and
Roy Sutherland.
North-American P-51D Mustang Late Aircraft seats
Seat with Belts. Accurate, detailed
(resin)
WMA metal seat with molded-in belts
and backpad, new armored seat
bulkhead (designed to be used with
Tamiya, ZM, Dragon kits), other
North-American P-51D kits. Decals are
included for the seat backpad and the
seatbelt stitching.
Master patterns by Mike Kirchoff and
Roy Sutherland.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I-Mk.V Resin
Seat with Backpad. This set contains
an accurate standard Supermarine
Spitfire seat with detailed back pad
and armor plate (missing in the Revell
kit) to replace the inaccurate seat with
its modern upholstered back pad in
Revell's Mk.IIa kit. (designed to be
used with Revell kits)
Master patterns by Roy Sutherland.
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I-Mk.V
Aircraft detailing
Cockpit Door - No Crowbar. This set
sets (resin)
contains an accurate and highly
detailed Supermarine Spitfire cockpit
door with no crowbar to replace the
door in Revell's Mk.IIa kit. Fits
Hasegawa, Trumpeter too. (designed
to be used with Hasegawa, Revell and
Trumpeter kits)
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Master patterns by Roy Sutherland.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I-Mk.V
Aircraft detailing
Cockpit Upgrade Set This set contains sets (resin)
a number of small detail parts to detail
and accurize the cockpit in the new
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IIa. Parts
include a new 3 part stick, gunsight,
throttle, retract quadrant, remote
contactor, compass and mount,
canopy latch and early style radio
selector. Also includes a sheet of
cockpit stencil decals. (designed to be
used with Revell kits)
Master pat...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I/Mk.II Wing
Aircraft detailing
Correction Set. This set contains
sets (resin)
detailed fabric ailerons to replace the
inaccurate metal ones included in the
kit, Mk.I style oil cooler to replace the
Kit Mk.V style, new radiator housing
complete with wing intake and exit
ramps for Revell's Supermarine
Spitfire Mk.IIa kit. (designed to be used
with Revell kits)
Master patterns by Roy Sutherland.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I-Mk.V Five
Slot Main wheels. This set contains
accurate, detailed main wheels to
replace the odd looking main wheels in
Revell's Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IIa.
Also replaces the inaccurate wheels
found in the Hasegawa and Trumpeter
Spitfires. (designed to be used with
Hasegawa, Revell and Trumpeter kits)
Master patterns by Roy Sutherland.
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 propeller
and spinner (designed to be used with
Revell kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 (Bf-109G5
to Bf-109G-14) Cowl Gun Bulges
(designed to be used with Revell kits)
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G-6 intake and
exhaust set (designed to be used with
Revell kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-6 oil cooler
fairing (designed to be used with
Revell kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109G/K Prop and
Spinner Alignment Jig. This set
contains a resin jig that will allow you
to center drill the spinner from
BR32122 Bf-109G-6 Prop and Spinner
and BR32123 Messerschmitt
Bf-109G-10 Prop and Spinner. It also
contains a blade alignment jig for the
standard 109G-6 type prop blade as
well as the wider paddle G-10 style
blade. This set is cheap, easy to use
and reusable! A must have for the
dedicated G...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 and
Bf-109K-4 Propellor and Spinner. This
set contains a new resin prop and
spinner to replace the kit items in the
Revell kit. Our resin spinner is more
accurate in shape and detail. The
misshapen kit blades are replaced with
very accurate resin versions which will
make a big improvement in the look of
your finished model. Easy to install.
Can be adapted to fit the Hasegawa
and Trumpeter 109G-10 and K...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 Intake and
Exhaust Set. This set contains a new
seamless resin supercharger intake,
separate hollow cooling scoops and
accurate and detailed exhausts with
recessed openings to replace the kit
items in the Revell G-10. Filling the
seams inside the intake is a tricky and
time consuming process. We have
saved you from having to tackle this
less than thrilling task. This is a simple,
easy to install upgrad...
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10 and
Bf-109K-4 Oil Cooler Fairing. This set
contains one detailed, accurately
shaped resin oil cooler fairing and
separate exit flap that replaces the kit
fairing. It is too slab sided on Revell's
Bf-109G-10. Much study of photos was
made in the preparation of this new
set. A quick and easy drop fit
replacement that will make your Erla
G-10 even more accurate. (designed
to be used with Revell kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109G Upperwings
with Small Wheel Bulges. Resin inner
upperwing sections with small wheel
bulges to convert the Revell
Bf-109G-10 wing (which only gives you
the late wide tire/tyre bulge) for the
many narrow wheel schemes. This
section is also a correction for the G-6
kit, as the wheel bulges are molded
incorrectly . The cross section of the
bulge is reversed, with the high point
of the bulge being inboard inst...
Hawker Typhoon, Tempest Series I
Wheel Set. This set consists of a pair
of super detailed, accurate
mainwheels and tailwheel as fitted to
most Hawker Typhoons & Series 1
Tempest Mk.Vs. This set replaces the
old Typhoon wheel set BR 48043,
which is now discontinued. Improved
pattern making technology and better
reference has yielded new wheels that
are just slightly more accurate and
detailed. Tyre/Tire beading, logo and
size d...
Fairey Firefly Mk.I, Barracuda
Mainwheels. This set consists of a pair
of super detailed, accurate
mainwheels and tailwheel as fitted to
wartime Fairey Fireflies and
Barracudas. This set replaces the old
Firefly Mk.I Early Wheel set BR48003,
which is now discontinued. Improved
pattern making technology and better
reference has yielded new wheels that
are just slightly more accurate and
detailed. Tyre/Tire beading, logo and
siz...
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Vought F4U Corsair, Grumman F6F
Hellcat Wheels - Stamped Hub. Super
detailed resin wheels with the late
production stamped wheel hub and
ribbed tires/tyres as fitted to late model
F6F, F4U, Warbirds, and Air Racers. A
simple upgrade for all Corsair and
Hellcat kits (designed to be used with
Trumpeter kits) [F6F-5N F6F-3N F6F-3
F6F-5 F4U-1D F4U-4]
Supermarine Spitfire PR Mk.XIX
Seamless Carburettor Intake. This set
consists of a seamless, detailed
carburetor intake with separate filter
flap designed for Airfix's recent and
beautiful Supermarine Spitfire Mk XIX
kit. The kit intake has a very prominent
and hard to eliminate seam running all
down the inside surfaces. May be
adapted to fit other Griffon
Supermarine Spitfire kits or marks.
(designed to be used with Airfix ki...
Supermarine Spitfire PR Mk.XIX
Cockpit Snapshot Upgrade. Designed
to be a quick and easy way to add a lot
of detail to your kit's cockpit with a
minimum amount of work, this set
consists of 20 resin parts such as the
seat with belts molded in, new
floorboards with rudder pedals,
throttle, gear retract quadrant, camera
control and selector boxes, stick
compass and oxygen hose. Also
included is an extensive set of
Supermarine Sp...
Hawker Tempest Mainwheels Smooth Tread This set consists of a
pair of super detailed, accurate resin
main wheels with smooth tires/tyres as
fitted to Hawker Tempest Mk.V, Series
II and later variants, such as the Mk.II
and Mk.VI when operating primarily
from grass or unimproved airfields.
Designed for all 1:48 Tempest kits, as
well as wartime prototypes of the
Martin-Baker MB.5, Fairey Firebrand
and de Havilland Hornet. (des...
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British 4-Slot 32" Mainwheels - Block
Tread. This set consists of a pair of
super detailed, accurate resin main
wheels with staggered block tire/tyre
tread as fitted to many British postwar
aircraft when operating primarily from
concrete runways or carrier decks.
&bullet; Hawker Tempest Mk.V Mk.VI
(all variants postwar)
&bullet; Fairey Firefly (all variants
postwar)
&bullet; de Havilland Hornet and Sea
Hornet (all variants)
&bullet; Blackburn Fireb...
Hawker Tempest Seat with Backpad
(designed to be used with Pacific
Coast Models and Special Hobby
kits)[Mk.II Mk.V Mk.VC Mk.VI]
Messerschmitt Me-163B main wheels
(designed to be used with Hasegawa
and Meng Model kits)
Griffon Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XIX
version Late 5 Blade Propeller
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
Supermarine Spitfire 3 Slot Wheels Circumferential (for all kits) This set
contains a pair of super detailed resin
3 slot wheels with ribbed tires/tyres as
fitted to many postwar variants,
including the Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.XIV, Mk.XVI, Mk.XVIII, Mk.XIX,
Mk.22/24, as well as some Seafire 45
and 46 and Spiteful/Seafangs. These
wheels are fitted to many postwar
foreign Spits as well as many warbirds
of all marks. Made from ...
Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib, Tempest
Series 1 Main wheels. The first ever
accurate Typhoon style mainwheels,
created from careful measurements of
surviving wheels and study of period
photos. Super detailed, accurate resin
5-slot wheels fitted to most Hawker
Typhoons and Series 1 Tempest
Mk.Vs (designed to be used with MDC,
Pacific Coast Models, Special Hobby
and Revell kits)
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Hawker Typhoon Mk.Ib /Hawker
Tempest Mk.V Intake Ring (designed
to be used with Pacific Coast Models
kits) This set consists of an accurate
one piece, seamless resin carburetor
intake duct and shroud. It replaces the
somewhat crude multi-part duct found
in the otherwise very nice PCM
Tempest V. Also fitted to many
Typhoons and other Tempest Mk.V
kits.
Supermarine Spitfire PR Mk.XIX
Tubular Exhausts (designed to be
used with Airfix kits)
Supermarine Spitfire PR Mk.XIX
Vacform Canopy (designed to be used
with Airfix kits) This set contains one
sparkling, crystal clear, vacformed
pressurized canopy with separate
hood and frameless PR type
windscreen. Designed for the beautiful
Airfix Spit XIX.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XIX 3 slot
wheels - Circumferential (For all kits)
Supermarine Spitfire 3 Slot Wheels Circumferential (for all kits) (designed
to be used with Academy, Airfix, Arii,
AZ Models, Eduard, Fujimi,
Hasegawa, ICM, Italeri, MPM,
Ocidental, Otaki, Revell, Special
Hobby and Tamiya kits)
Westland Whirlwind fighter Main
Wheels This set contains a pair of
super detailed, accurately sized and
proportioned resin 4-slot wheels with
logos, tire/tyre data and beading. Both
the Cooper Details and Classic
Airframes wheels are inaccurate. I
should know. I mastered them back in
the late 1980s! Technology and better
access to research has finally allowed
me to recreate them accurately.
(designed to be used with Classic Ai...
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Vought Corsair, Grumman Hellcat
Wheels - Plain Tread (For all Corsair
and Hellcat kits) Super detailed resin
mainwheels with accurately
proportioned 8 slot cast hub. Internal
hub detail is visible through the slots!
Features untreaded tires/tyres as
commonly seen fitted to some F6Fs
and F4Us during WWII. A simple
upgrade for all Corsair and Hellcat kits.
(designed to be used with Academy,
Airfix, Heller, Hasegawa, Revell kits)
Vought Corsair, Grumman Hellcat
Wheels - Diamond Tread (For all
Corsair and Hellcat kits) Super
detailed resin mainwheels with
accurately proportioned 8 slot cast
hub. Internal hub detail is visible
through the slots! Features diamond
tread tires/tyres as fitted to many F6Fs
and F4Us in WWII and after. A simple
upgrade for all Corsair and Hellcat kits.
(designed to be used with Academy,
Airfix, Hasegawa, Heller, Revell kits)
Vought Corsair, Grumman Hellcat
Wheels - Postwar Tread (For all
Corsair and Hellcat kits) Super
detailed resin mainwheels with
accurately proportioned 8 slot cast
hub. Internal hub detail is visible
through the slots! Features the
common postwar ribbed/diamond
treaded tires/tyres as fitted to many
F4U-4, F4U-5, F4U-7 and AU-1s. A
simple upgrade for all Hellcat and late
model Corsair kits. (designed to be
used with Academy, Air...
Vought Corsair, Grumman Hellcat
Wheels - Stamped Hub (For all Corsair
and Hellcat kits) Super detailed resin
wheels with the late production
stamped wheel hub and ribbed
tires/tyres as fitted to late model F6F,
F4U, Warbirds, and Air Racers. A
simple upgrade for all Corsair and
Hellcat kits. (designed to be used with
Academy, Airfix, Heller, Hasegawa,
Revell kits)
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Supermarine Spitfire 3 Slot Wheels Circumferential (for all kits) (designed
to be used with Academy, Admiral,
Airfix, AZ Models, Chematic, Eastern
Express, FROG, Fujimi, Hasegawa,
Heller, High Planes, Hobby Boss,
Intech, Italeri, Kopro (ex KP kits),
Lotnia, Matchbox, MPM, Novo,
Pegasus, PM Model, Revell, Smer,
Special Hobby, Sword, Tamiya,
Ventura and Xtrakit kits)
Hawker Typhoon, Tempest Series 1
Mainwheels (For all kits) The first ever
accurate Typhoon style mainwheels,
created from careful measurements of
surviving wheels and study of period
photos. Super detailed, accurate resin
5-slot wheels fitted to most Hawker
Typhoons and Series 1 Tempest
Mk.Vs. Designed to fit all kits.
Fairey Firefly I, Barracuda Early
Mainwheels (designed to be used with
Frog, Novo and Special Hobby kits)
The first ever accurate Firefly/Barra
mainwheels, created from careful
measurements of surviving wheels and
study of period photos. Super detailed
resin 5-slot wheels fitted to wartime
Fairey Firefly Mk.Is and wartime Fairey
Barracudas. Greatly improves the Frog
and Special Hobby kits of both
subjects.
Corsair Grumman Hellcat Wheels Plain Tread. This set consists of a pair
of super detailed resin wheels with 8
slot cast hub and untreaded tires/tyres
as fitted to some F6Fs and F4Us
during WWII. The front hubcap is
molded separately to permit the inner
hub detail to be properly represented.
The rear hub is designed to fit the
Tamiya Corsair kit, but inserts are
included to allow fitting these to all
Corsair and Grumman Hellc...
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Corsair Grumman Hellcat Wheels Diamond Tread. Super detailed resin
wheels with 8 slot cast hub and
diamond treaded tires/tyres as fitted to
F6Fs and F4Us in WWII and after. The
front hubcap is molded separately to
permit the inner hub detail to be
properly represented. The rear hub is
designed to fit the Tamiya Corsair kit,
but inserts are included to allow fitting
these to all Corsair and Grumman
Hellcat kits. . (designed t...
Corsair Grumman Hellcat Wheels Postwar Tread. Super detailed resin
wheels with 8 slot cast hub &
ribbed/diamond treaded tires/tyres
fitted to many F4U-4,-5,-7, Au-1s and
postwar Grumman Hellcats. The front
hubcap is molded separately to permit
the inner hub detail to be properly
represented. The rear hub is designed
to fit the Tamiya Corsair kit, but inserts
are included to allow fitting these to all
Corsair and Grumman Hell...
Hawker Tempest 32" 4-Slot
Mainwheels - Smooth Tread. This set
consists of a pair of super detailed,
accurate resin main wheels with
smooth tires/tyres as fitted to Hawker
Tempest V, series II and later variants,
such as the Mk.II and Mk.VI when
operating primarily from grass or
unimproved airfields. (designed to be
used with Pacific Coast Models and
Special Hobby kits)
Hawker Tempest 32" 4-Slot
Mainwheels - Staggered Block Tread.
This set consists of a pair of super
detailed, accurate resin main wheels
with staggered block tire/tyre tread as
fitted to postwar Tempests when
operating primarily from concrete
runways. This wheel was also fitted to
all variants of Postwar Fireflies, all
variants of the de Havilland Hornet and
Sea Hornet, and the mighty, but
unpopular, Blackburn Firebrand.
These ...
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Vought F4U-1 Corsair Early Engine
Upgrade Set. This set consists of a
pair of detailed early style distributors
and duplex-style ignition harness ring
for F4U-1, and early F4U-1A Corsairs.
This high pressure ignition system was
prone to failure in flight and was
replaced on later models by the style
found in the kit. Stubs have pilot holes
for drilling out and fitting plug wires.
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
but can ...
Messerschitt Bf-109G Wheels - Ribbed
Hub, Ribbed Tire/tyre. This set
consists of a pair of super detailed,
accurate resin mainwheels as fitted to
the Bf-109G-5 through G-14 series
aircraft. These wheels represent the
very common early fit of the ribbed
tire/tyre fitted to the ribbed hub. Will
upgrade any 1/32nd Bf-109G kit, such
as Hasegawa, Revell, and Trumpeter
kits (designed to be used with
Hasegawa, Revell and Trumpeter ki...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G Wheels Ribbed Hub, Smooth Tire/tyre. This set
consists of a pair of super detailed,
accurate resin mainwheels as fitted to
the Bf-109G-5 through G-14 series
aircraft. These wheels represent the fit
of the smooth tire/tyre fitted to the
ribbed hub. Finely rendered raised
tire/tyre data is featured. Will upgrade
any 1/32nd Bf-109G kit, such as
Hasegawa, Revell, and Trumpeter kits.
(designed to be used wit...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G Wheels - Plain
Hub, Ribbed Tire/tyre. This set
consists of a pair of super detailed,
accurate resin mainwheels as fitted to
the Bf-109G-5 through G-14 series
aircraft. These wheels represent the
later fit of the ribbed tire/tyre fitted to
the plain, ribless hub. Finely rendered
raised tire/tyre data is featured. Will
upgrade any 1/32nd Bf-109G kit, such
as Hasegawa, Revell, and Trumpeter
kits. (designed t...
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Messerschmitt Bf-109G Wheels - Plain
Hub, Smooth Tire/tyre. This set
consists of a pair of super detailed,
accurate resin mainwheels as fitted to
the Bf-109G-5 through G-14 series
aircraft. These wheels represent the
later fit of the plain tire/tyre fitted to the
plain, ribless hub. Finely rendered
raised tire/tyre data is featured. Will
upgrade any 1/32nd Bf-109G kit, such
as Hasegawa, Revell, and Trumpeter
kits. (designed to...
Messerschmitt Bf-109G-10, Bf-109K-4
and Heinkel He-162A-2 Salamander
Mainwheels. This set consists of a pair
of super detailed, accurate resin
mainwheels as fitted to some
Bf-109G-10 and most K-4 series
aircraft. These wheels represent the
the wide, smooth tire/tyre fitted to the
plain, ribless hub. Finely rendered
raised tire/tyre data is featured. Will
upgrade any 1/32nd Bf-109G-10 and
K-4 kit, such as Hasegawa and
Trumpeter...
Heinkel He-219A-7 Uhu Open Cowl
Flaps Set (designed to be used with
Revell kits) A pair of beautifully
detailed open engine cowl flaps and
two accurate one-piece radiator units,
complete with plumbing and actuator
mounting ring are contained in this set.
A full set of cowl flap actuator rods with
spares are also included. When
installed, the open flaps reveal the
detailed radiator beneath, along with
the detailed inside surfac...
Messerschmitt Me-262 Main, Ribbed
Hub Nosewheels
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WWII Soviet Fighter Seats with Belts. Aircraft seats
This set consists of two highly detailed, (resin)
accurate resin seats with molded-in
seat belts as fitted to the Lavochhkin
LaGG-3, La-5, La-5FN, Polikarpov I-16
(type 6 and earlier). Fits any 48th kit.
Master patterns by Mike Good.
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WWII Soviet Fighter Mainwheels. This
set contains a pair of highly detailed,
accurate resin mainwheels as fitted to
the Mikoyan MiG-3, Yakovlev Yak-7A,
Yak-9, Lavochkin LaGG-3, La-5,
La-5FN, La-7. Fits any 48th kit. Master
patterns by Mike Good.
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 through A-8
Prop and Spinner. This upgrade
contains three seamless detailed resin
prop blades and a detailed spinner
with 12 blade cooling fan. Replaces
inaccurate kit parts for the Tamiya
Fw-190A-3, as well as the AZ, Zvezda,
Airfix, and Academy Fw-190A,
Fw-190F kits. Patterns by Roy
Sutherland. (designed to be used with
Academy, AZ Models, Tamiya and
Zvezda kits)
Focke-Wulf Fw-190A-1 through A-4
Wheels and Geardoors. This quick and
easy upgrade contains accurate,
detailed resin early style mainwheels
and geardoors. Replaces the
undersized mainwheels and thick
doors on Tamiya's A-3. Also for the
AZ, Zvezda kits, as well as any
Fw-190A-5 kit. Patterns by Roy
Sutherland. (designed to be used with
AZ Models, Tamiya and Zvezda kits)
Albatros D.V and D.Va Mainwheels.
This new set consists of one pair of
super detailed resin wheels to replace
the Eduard, Roden, Revell and Airfix
kit wheels. For all Albatros variants, as
well as the Pfalz D.III and D.IIIa.
Patterns by Mike Good. (designed to
be used with Airfix, Eduard, Roden,
Revell kits)
Messerschmitt Bf-109B, Bf-109C,
Bf-109D and Bf-109E Mainwheels.
Super detailed resin wheels with
accurate tire/tyre tread in this set
replace the Airfix, Tamiya, ICM,
Academy, Hasegawa, and Hobby
Boss Bf-109B-Bf-109E kit wheels . Will
also work for all Bf-109F and
Bf-109G-2 kits. (designed to be used
with Acadeny, Airfix, Hasegawa,
Hobby Boss, ICM and Tamiya kits)
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Republic P-47C/P-47D Thunderbolt
Block Tread Mainwheels . This set
contains a pair of detailed resin main
wheels with crisply molded, seamless
and accurate block tread pattern. You
can choose between plain, covered or
6 slot hubs. The inner wheel hub detail
is visible through the slots of the outer
wheel hub, bringing a whole new level
of detail. Makes a quick, easy and very
visible upgrade (designed to be used
with Hasegawa, ...
Republic P-47C/P-47D Thunderbolt
Diamond Tread Main wheels. This set
contains a pair of detailed resin
mainwheels with crisply molded,
seamless and accurate diamond tread
pattern. You can choose between
plain, covered or 6 slot hubs. The inner
wheel hub detail is visible through the
slots of the outer wheel hub, bringing a
whole new level of detail. Makes a
quick, easy and very visible upgrade.
Designed to be used with Hasegaw...
Republic P-47C/P-47D Thunderbolt
Cross Tread Mainwheels. This set
contains a pair of detailed resin
mainwheels with crisply molded,
seamless and accurate diamond tread
pattern. You can choose between
plain, covered or 6 slot hubs. The inner
wheel hub detail is visible through the
slots of the outer wheel hub, bringing a
whole new level of detail. Makes a
quick, easy and very visible upgrade.
Designed to be used with Hasegawa,
...
Hawker Typhoon Mk.IB cockpit interior
set (designed to be used with Eduard
and Hasegawa kits)
Hawker Typhoon Mk.IB Intake and
Exhausts (designed to be used with
Eduard and Hasegawa kits) Accurate
resin radiator/intake parts and 2 styles
of hollowed out exhaust stacks
replaces kit parts for Hasegawa
Typhoon Mk.Ib kits
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North-American P-51 Mustang Oval
Tread Pattern Wheels. Two highly
detailed and accurate mainwheels with
oval pattern tires/tyres and see
through hubs make up this set. A quick
and easy upgrade for A-36 and
North-American P-51A,B,C,D, and K
model Mustangs. You can see daylight
through real Mustang wheel hubs.
Now you can recreate this in 1/48th
scale.
Bristol Blenheim Mk.I-Mk.V main
wheels. Accurate, detailed resin
mainwheels replace undersized kit
parts for the 1/48th scale Classic
Airframes, Jaguar and vacform
Blenheim kits of all marks. These
wheels were designed from photos
and dimensions taken off surviving
mainwheels and include raised logos
on both sides. Classic Airframes later
included correct diameter resin
wheels, but they are still inaccurate.
(designed to be us...
Bristol Blenheim Mk.I-Mk.V
Mainwheels. Accurate, detailed resin
mainwheels replace undersized kit
parts for the 1/72 Frog, Airfix and
Special Hobby Blenheim kits of all
marks. These wheels were designed
from photos and dimensions taken off
surviving mainwheels and include
raised logos on both sides. All 1/72
Blenheim kit wheels are both too small
and completely wrong in proportion
and detail. This simple upgrade will
make shor...
North-American P-51D Mustang
Hexagonal Tread Wheels. Accurate
resin hexagonal tread pattern
tires/tyres with see-through hubs
replace the kit wheels in any 1/48 kit of
the A-36 and North-American P-51A,
P-61B Black Widow, P-51C, P-51D
and P-51K variants. You can see
daylight through real Mustang wheel
hubs. Now you can recreate this in
1/48th scale.
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Republic P-47D Thunderbolts of the
379th FS/362nd FG Mogin's Maulers!
(5) 'Razorback' 42-25518 B8-B
'Damon's Demon' Capt George Rarey;
Bubble tops 42-27215 B8-T
1950/Super Rabbit Lt Sallee; 44-20425
B8-W 'Kentucky Colonel' Capt
Crutchfield; 44-33287 B8-A '5 by 5' Col
Laughlin; 44-20413 B8-Y 'Bonnie Lynn'
Lt Gene Martin.
Republic P-47D Thunderbolts of the
379th FS/362nd FG Mogin's Maulers!
(5) 'Razorback' 42-25518 B8-B
'Damon's Demon' Capt George Rarey;
Bubble tops 42-27215 B8-T
1950/Super Rabbit Lt Sallee; 44-20425
B8-W 'Kentucky Colonel' Capt
Crutchfield; 44-33287 B8-A '5 by 5' Col
Laughlin; 44-20413 B8-Y 'Bonnie Lynn'
Lt Gene Martin.
Griffon Supermarine Spitfire Rocker
Cover Fairings. New accurately
shaped, detailed cast resin rocker
cover fairings designed to correct the
Airfix Supermarine Spitfire Mk.22/24
and Seafire FR.46/FR.47 kit parts. Will
also improve most other Griffon
Supermarine Spitfire kits. A quick and
simple correction (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.22/24 and
Seafire FR.46 / FR.47 carburetor
intake. Seamless, detailed carburetor
intake with separate filter flap designed
for Airfix Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.22/24 and Seafire FR.46/FR.47.
The kit intake has a very prominent
and hard to eliminate seam running all
down the inside surfaces. May be
adapted to fit other Griffon
Supermarine Spitfire kits (designed to
be used with Airfix kits)
Griffon 5 Blade Prop - Late version.
This accurate, detailed cast resin 5
blade spinner and late style 11'
diameter prop greatly improve the
Airfix Supermarine Spitfire Mk.22/24
and Seafire FR.46 / FR.47 kits. The kit
blades have too much twist and are
oddly shaped. A highly visible
upgrade. May be adapted to fit other
Griffon Supermarine Spitfire kits
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.22/24 and
Seafire FR.46 / FR.47 Control
Surfaces. This set consists of resin
cast separate control surfaces features
a new rudder, elevators with matching
horizontal stabilizer s and ailerons for
the Airfix Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.22/24 and Seafire FR.46 / FR.47
kits. It's a time saving way to add
interest to your model. Actuators
included (designed to be used with
Airfix kits)
Supermarine Spitfire Camera Bay
Inserts. This set includes two resin
cast vertical F.24 camera faces, and
one oblique F.24 camera (front and
back inserts) for all PR/FR Spitfires
and other RAF, FAA aircraft. Add
some visible detail through the clear
camera ports by replicating the front
face of the cameras within. Quick and
easy! (designed to be used with Airfix
kits)
Supermarine Seafire FR.47
Contra-rotating propeller blades.
Accurate resin contra-rotating prop
blades to replace the poorly shaped kit
blades in the otherwise beautiful Airfix
Supermarine Seafire FR.46/FR.47 kit.
These were also fitted to some
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.21s. The
most important upgrade you can do to
improve your contraprop Supermarine
Spitfire (designed to be used with Airfix
kits)
North-American P-51D Mustang
Diamond Tread pattern tyres/Tires.
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
This set contains new, more accurate
diamond tread tires/tyres that directly
replace the tires/tyres in the Tamiya
kit. The problem with the soft vinyl
tires/tyres in the kit is that the seams
are very difficult to remove, and they
tend to attract dirt and dust. These
seamless resin parts have superb
tread detail, and are bot...
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North-American P-51D Mustang Oval
Tread Pattern Tyres/Tires (designed to
be used with Tamiya kits) This set
contains new oval tread pattern
tires/tyres that directly replace the
tires/tyres in the Tamiya kit. The
problem with the soft vinyl tires/tyres in
the kit is that the seams are very
difficult to remove, and they tend to
attract dirt and dust. These seamless
resin parts have superb tread detail,
and are both sandable and...
North-American P-51 Mustang
Octagonal Tread Pattern Tyres/Tires
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
This set contains new hexagonal tread
pattern tires/tyres that directly replace
the tires/tyres in the Tamiya kit. The
problem with the soft vinyl tires/tyres in
the kit is that the seams are very
difficult to remove, and they tend to
attract dirt and dust. These seamless
resin parts have superb tread detail,
and are both san...
North-American P-51 Mustang Tread
Pattern Tyres/Tires (designed to be
used with Tamiya kits) This set
contains new staggered block tread
pattern tires/tyres that directly replace
the tires/tyres in the Tamiya kit. The
problem with the soft vinyl tires/tyres in
the kit is that the seams are very
difficult to remove, and they tend to
attract dirt and dust. These seamless
resin parts have superb tread detail,
and are both sandabl...
North-American P-51 Mustang Main
wheel Hubs (designed to be used with
Dragon, Hasegawa, Hobbycraft,
Monogram and Revell kits) This set
contains a pair of accurate resin main
wheel hubs designed to fit Barracuda
Studios resin tires, for those not
building the Tamiya P-51 kit. For
modelers building a P-51A, P-51B,
P-51C, P-51D or P-51K from
Hasegawa, Trumpeter, Dragon,
Hobbycraft or Monogram and using
resin tires/tyres BR32029, ...
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Mercedes D.III/D.IIIa Intake Manifold
Aircraft detailing
(designed to be used with Wingnut
sets (resin)
Wings kits)
This simple two part resin upgrade set
replaces the kit intake manifolds for
the following kits:
Roland D.IVa
Pfalz D.III
Pfalz D.IIIa
Albatros D.V and D.Va
Pfalz D.XII
Fokker D.VII
The parts are designed specifically for
the above listed WNW kits in 1/32nd
scale, but will work with Roden and
others with a small amount of
modification...
Pfalz D.XII Late Exhaust (designed to
be used with Wingnut kits)
This super-detailed resin exhaust
manifold directly replaces the kit
exhaust manifold in the
gorgeous1/32nd scale WNW Pfalz.
D.XII. Once removed from its casting
block, it directly replaces the kit part. It
has been upgraded with the addition of
weld beading at the junction of its
component parts, and the opening has
been deeply hollowed out for a more
scale app...
North-American P-51D Mustang
Cockpit Sidewalls (with PE parts)
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
This set consists of new super
detailed, accurate resin sidewalls,
which replace the Tamiya kit parts.
Many handles and levers have been
molded separately to ease painting
and improve accuracy. A fret of
photoetched parts rounds out this set,
and it includes a number of cockpit
details such as canopy rails, rudder
pedal insert...
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North-American P-51D Mustang
Instrument Panel (with PE parts)
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
The Tamiya kit instrument panel is
replaced with a mixed media parts
featuring a resin main panel with
improved knobs and switches. The
main instrument panel has been
replaced with a multi-part photoetched
assembly with readable and authentic
film dials. The instrument bezels have
been etched separately in order to get
the full...
North-American P-51D Mustang
cockpit upgrade set (with PE parts)
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
This upgrade set contains a number of
cockpit components that benefit from
being produced in resin, allowing more
accurate and detailed parts for your
P-51 Mustang's cockpit. Fully detailed
radio and batteries come complete
with a battery wiring diagram. The
radio includes resin wiring harness
parts. The throttle quadrant is...
North-American P-51D Mustang
Corrected Paper Drop tanks (designed
to be used with Tamiya kits)
Super-detailed, seamless nose and
tailcones for Tamiya's 108 gallon drop
tanks capture the rough, scalloped
look of the paper mache. The paper
drop tanks in the Tamiya Mustang kit
are accurate in shape and size, but
they do not capture the "look" of the
end caps on the real tanks. The real
tanks are made of compressed,
impregnated pa...
Albatros D.V and Albatros D.Va
Wheels (designed to be used with
Eduard kits)
Albatros D.V and Albatros D.Va seat
with seat belts (designed to be used
with Eduard kits)
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Supermarine Spitfire Cockpit Upgrade
Part II, (designed to be used with
Tamiya kits) This little upgrade set
consists of a super-detailed Mark II
reflector Gunsight and the later Ace
Maker II Gyro Gunsight, as well as the
dedicated gunsight mounts for each
type. Further detail is provided by the
junction box, dimmer control and
throttle with twistgrip that allows the
pilot to adjust the computing sight
without taking his hand ...
Supermarine Spitfire Starboard
Cockpit Sidewall (designed to be used
with Tamiya kits) Designed to replace
the kit lower sidewall for the Tamiya
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.VIII, Mk.IXc,
and Mk.XVI. This set also includes the
missing remote contactor. The new
resin sidewall has been molded with all
the complex plumbing of the
windscreen de-icer system, as well as
the oxygen line. A number of other
details have been added including...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.V Z-Block
5-Slot Main wheels (designed to be
used with Hasegawa and Hobby Boss
kits) This treaded tire/tyre was fitted to
Australian Mk.V Spitfires, and any
other Supermarine Spitfire with 5 slot
wheels that needed additional traction
due to harsh operating conditions. This
style of tread was referred to a
Z-block, for the distinctive Z shaped
tread blocks that wrapped onto the
side walls. The tread pat...
Supermarine Spitfire Z-Block 4-Slot
Main wheels (designed to be used with
Pacific Coast and Tamiya kits) This
treaded tire/tyre was fitted to
Australian Mk.VIII Spitfires, and any
other Supermarine Spitfire with 4 slot
wheels that needed additional traction
due to harsh operating conditions. This
style of tread was referred to a
Z-block, for the distinctive Z shaped
tread blocks that wrapped onto the
side walls. The tread patt...
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Gloster Meteor Small Bore Intakes
(designed to be used with Classic
Airframe kits) A quick and easy
upgrade for Classic Airframes'
extremely nice and accurate kits of the
postwar marks of the Gloster Meteor in
1/48. They can be adapted to work on
the beautiful Aeroclub vac kits. These
seamless resin intakes are a direct
replacement for the kit parts.
Gloster Meteor Large Bore Intakes
(designed to be used with Classic
Airframe kits) A quick and easy
upgrade for Classic Airframes'
extremely nice and accurate kits of the
postwar marks of the Gloster Meteor in
1/48. They can be adapted to work on
the beautiful Aeroclub vac kits. These
seamless resin intakes are a direct
replacement for the kit parts.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XIII/Mk.IXc
seat with leather back pad wheel
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
This set contains one resin cast seat
with molded in leather backpad to
directly replace the Tamiya Spit VIII/IX
kit part. The seat also features rivets
and drain holes for added realism. Will
also upgrade all other 1/32nd
Supermarine Spitfire models, such as
the Hasegawa Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.V and the PCM Mk.IX.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XIII/
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXc cockpit
door interior with crowbar (designed to
be used with Tamiya kits) This set
consists of a new resin cast cockpit
door with separate crowbar that
actually fits into the door's clips.
Detailed down to the door latch
springs, this little part is highly visible,
so all that added detail really pays off.
Will also upgrade all other 1/32nd
Supermarine Spitfire models, ...
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXc rocker
covers with Rolls-Royce logos
(designed to be used with Tamiya kits)
Directly replaces the beautiful Tamiya
kit rocker covers for the two Stage
Merlin 60 series engine with new resin
covers that feature the much sought
after Rolls-Royce logo plates molded
on. A simple detail upgrade for the
engine compartment.
Fairey Firefly Mk.I propeller and
spinner (designed to be used with AZ
Model and Grand Phoenix kits) This
set contains one resin cast spinner
and 4 propeller blades to replace the
parts in the Grand Phoenix and AZ
Models 1:48 Firefly I kit. The kit
spinner is bloated and oversized, and
the propeller blades are thick, crude,
and inaccurate in shape. This simple
upgrade makes a huge difference in
the look of your finished model.
Fairey Firefly Mk.I vacform canopy
(designed to be used with AZ Model
and Grand Phoenix kits) This set
contains one super clear vacform
canopy designed to be displayed open
to replace the somewhat thick parts in
the Grand Phoenix and AZ Models
1:48 Firefly I kit. Both releases of this
kit have a very nice resin cockpit, and
really benefit from opening the
canopies.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XIII/
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXc cockpit
upgrade Set (designed to be used with
Tamiya kits) New Revised Set.
Replaces the Tamiya kit parts for the
control column, throttle quadrant,
retract quadrant and compass with
more detailed resin pieces. An oxygen
hose is also included, and the set is
completed with the inclusion of a
revised and expanded sheet of stencil
and placard decals for the cockpit,
inclu...
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.VIII 5-Slot
main wheels (designed to be used with
Tamiya kits) As fitted to Spitfires Mk.I
through the early Mk.IX. The 5 slot
wheels in the Tamiya kit are superb,
but the soft rubber tyres (British
spelling for a British aircraft!) have a
mold parting line that is very difficult to
get rid of, plus they have a natural
tendency to attract every piece of dirt
and lint in the room. They need to be
cleaned...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXc 4-Slot
main wheels (designed to be used with
Tamiya kits) As fitted to the
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX through
Mk.XIX. The 4 slot wheels in the
Tamiya kit are superb, but the soft
rubber tyres have a mold parting line
that is very difficult to get rid of, plus
they have a natural tendency to attract
every piece of dirt and lint in the room,
and they need to be cleaned
frequently. Replacing them with ...
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IXc gun
covers with wide blisters (designed to
be used with Tamiya kits) The wide
blister C wing gun covers in the
Tamiya kit are very nice, but the
cannon fairing blisters are too square
in the front. This set directly replaces
the kit's upperwing gun covers with
more rounded resin castings. A simple
way to accurize your early Spit Mk.IX.
Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 90 gallon drop
tanks wheel (designed to be used with
Hobbycraft and Trumpeter kits) This
set consists of a pair of resin cast 90
gallon droptanks to replace the
inaccurate kit parts in the Trumpeter
and Hobbycraft Sea Fury kits. The
Trumpeter tanks are both misshapen
and grossly oversized. Designed as a
drop fit replacement for the Trumpeter
Sea Fury kit.
Curtiss P-40K Warhawks Pt 1 (3)
246040 White 13 64thFS, 57thFG Lt
R.Johnson â€˜Jayâ€™ Tunisia 1943;
White 171 75th FS/23rd FG New
Guinea both with shark mouths; White
29 7th FS/49th FG â€˜Patsy Ruthâ€™
New Guinea
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Republic P-47D Thunderbolt (3)
'Razorback' 42-26742 2Z-D 510th
FS/405th FG Capt H.Curran `Kansas
Tornado' France 1944; Bubble
42-26860 L3-O Capt A.Grosetta
`Angie'; 42-26922 L3-U `Little Ann'
both 512th FS/406th FG Belgium 1945
with yellow nose and red/blue/yellow
fin bands. All natural metal with D-Day
stripes
Republic P-47D Thunderbolt
'Razorback' Pt 1 (3) 42-7890 QP-B
`Boise Bee' Lt Duane Beeson;
41-6538 QP-B `Wela Kahoe' both
white nose, 334th FS/4th FG Debden
1944; White 81 319th FS/325th FG Lt
Don Kearns `Dallas Blonde' red nose
black/yellow check tail. All OD/grey
Republic P-47D Thunderbolt Bubble
(2) 42-26860 L3-O Capt A.Grosetta
`Angie'; 42-26922 L3-U `Little Ann'
both 512th FS/406th FG Belgium 1945
with yellow nose and red/blue/yellow
fin bands, natural metal with D-Day
stripes.
Republic P-47D Thunderbolts Part 3
(3) Razorback. 42-75429 WZ-S
84thFS, 78thFG 1st Lt Frank Oiler
`Eileen' OD/Grey RAF Duxford 1944;
Bubble 42-20866/Blue 53 65thFS,
57thFG Lt.F.J.Middleton `Schmattzie'
Italy 1945; 42-28641 A7-W 395thFS,
368thFG Lt Bill Wayland France 1945.
Both overall natural metal.
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX Series Pt 1
(4) HF Mk.VII MD111 NX-Q 131 Sqn
RAF Culmhead Med Sea Grey/PRU
Blue 1944; MB820 ON-E 124 Sqn RAF
Northolt 1943; FR.IX MK716/X 16 Sqn
Overall PRU Pink 1944; MB883 VZ-B
412 Sqn RCAF Fl.Lt Buzz Beurling
RAF Biggin Hill 1944
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